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TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

Mauro Maggi 

TWO REINTERPRETATIONS IN THE KHOTANESE SUDHANAVADANA 

The Khotanese Sudhaniivadana is a very pleasant narrative 
text, but its interpretation is made difficult by the occurren
ce of several hapax /egomena and by a partly corrupt tex
tual tradition. It tells of the love of prince Sudhana and the 
kinnari princess Manohara, their separation, Sudhana's 
journey to the land of the kinnaras in search of his wife, 
and their final reunion (Sudhana was the Buddha in a for
mer birth). The work was translated into English by Harold 
W Bailey in 1966 and a German translation of Sudhana's 
journey, improving on Bailey's, was provided by Almuth 
Degener in 1986. As a matter of fact, though Bailey's pio
neering interpretation is on the whole still reliable, some 
progress can be made in many points. Here I wish to deal 
with two problems and to point to their respective solu
tions, that are to be found in a hitherto unrecognised Indian 
loanword and in a more accurate reading of the manuscript. 

The first problem is found in a kind of summary of the 
difficulties Sudhana is going to face (not translated by 

Degener) that precedes, in MSS C and P, the narration of 
his journey in search of Manohara. The journey consists of 
the following stages (cf. Degener 1986, 22): 

1. departure for the Himavant; 
2. encounter with the monkey; 
3. encounter with the snake; 

4. encounter with the kamarupin-rak!jasi; 
5. encounter with the vulture-shaped rak!jasi; 
6. crossing of the alkali rivers; 
7. arrival at Kinnara-dvlpa guarded by five 

hundred yak!jas. 

I read and provisionally translate the summary as fol
lows: roman script= letters not clearly visible; [ ] = restora
tion of a lacuna; <>=editor's supplement where the MS 
has no lacuna; [[ abc ]] =deletion by the copyist. 

Transliteration 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

c 
p 

c 

l/u pada pae{a avala dimana suka 
l/u pada paele avala d[i][2521mana suka 

kiie!a 11671 <hvi>vaeau vara hajsara naista 
P ku~[a hvivaeau vara hajsara naista 

c 
p 

c 
p 

c 
p 

c 
p 

c 
p 

vaeanaurau yak!fau niivau' jsa grrayse duaha 
vaeanaurau 12531 yaksau navau · jsa grrayse duaha 

gara kaicai rakeajsa 11681 jsa grrayse strrahai' 
gara kaicai raha 'k!jaja 12541 jsa grrayse strrahe' 

uaja b<a>ysaiia kearina iiiiva 
ttaja biiysaiia k!jarina iiava 

khve na nasiya grra u tsiya va mi 
12551 khve na [[ba]] nasiye grra u tsiye va nva 

11691 havamana garajsave. 
havamana gal2561ra vi )save. 

Translation 

(I) Thus, (if) he sets out alone for avala dimana, (2) where there exists no place for human beings (3) (but there are) 
terrible troubles because of poison-women, yak!jas (and) nagas, (4) mountain clefts terrifying due to rak!;asas and stiff, (5) 
streams, forests, alkali rivers, (6) if he does not take from you (-e) the advice (I am giving him) and comes after (me), (7) he 
goes to mount Himavant ... 
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I am leaving the words avala dimana untranslated as 
they are still in need of a convincing explanation. Bailey 
printed C avaladimana and P avala[ ]mana in both editions 
of KBT and translated the compound tentatively as "Alaka 
abode?" deriving avala- < *alava- from Skt. alakii-, 
Kubera's city, and regarding dimana- as meaning "house, 
abode" (Bailey 1966, 511 and 528, see also Diet. 152 s.v. 
damdna-). However, the meaning of dimana- is not estab
lished for certain and avala-, if an Indian loanword, admits 
of several explanations due to the ambiguity of -v- and 
-1-. I presume that avala dimana refers not to the goal of 
Sudhana (Kinnara-dvlpa) but to the regions where Sudhana 
undergoes the tests (or, elliptically, to the tests themselves) 
"where there exists no place for human beings". Accord
ingly, d11iiha must be a substantive ("troubles") referring to 
one of the elements characterising the region crossed by 
Sudhana and contrasting with the absence of conditions 
favourable to humans there, not an adjective as in Bailey 
1966, 511 ("distressful"). 

What I wish to discuss here is, however, the word (3) 
va.)·anaurau that occurs only in this passage. The verse 
where it occurs was translated by Bailey as "dangerous, 
with yaksas and niigas, terrifying, distressful" (Bailey 
1966, 511 ). Initially, he derived va~anaurau, "inst. pl. adj. 
epithet to ya4as and niigas, from *ava-fiana-bara-, to 
Av.fSiinaya- 'to wrench'" (Bailey 1966, 528-9). How
ever, this etymology is unsatisfying from a semantic point 
of view and raises phonological difficulties because 
Olr. */S- results in Kh. ks- (see Emmerick 1989, 215). 
(Note that, if the word were an adjective accompanying 
yaksau niivau · jsa, the translation should have been "with 
dangerous ya4as and niigas, terrifying, distressful".) 
In Diet. 379, Bailey suggested accordingly a derivation 
from '*vi-x.fona-bara- "bringing wide destruction", ac
cepting O.Pers. a-x5ata- as to O.lnd. k~ata-, ksan6ti 
"to injure"' and the meaning "destructive", and rendered 
vasanaurau yak~·au niivau · jsa grrayse by "terrifying with 
destructive ya4a-goblins (and) niiga-serpents". The new 
etymology solves the problem of -~- and is semantically 
more suitable, but raises another problem because Oir. *vi
results usually in Kh. bi- or ggu-, whereas a continuation 
vi- (hence va-) is quite doubtful (cf. SGS 241). 

Because the word escapes a satisfying Iranian etymol
ogy, we are justified in considering the possibility that it is 
a loanword. Of course, the loanword, disguised under its 
Late Khotanese spelling, may not be apparent immediately. 
However, it is hardly to be doubted that our va~anaurau is 
the inst.-abl. pl. of *vi~a-niiri-. This I would regard as 
a loanword from an unattested Skt. compound *vi~a-niiri-, 
literally "poison-woman" (or possibly as a hybrid com
pound formed by Ski. vi~a- "poison" and Kh. niiri
"woman" on the model of Skt. vi~·a-kanyii- or vi~a
kanyakii-, see below). The -a- instead of -i- in the first 
syllable may be compared with e. g. C 121 KBT 25 = P 186 
KBT 17 namadrrii from nimamdriii:zii- "invitation". 
The spelling -nau- for -nii- is not unexpected, though the 
forms of Kh. niiri- "woman" occurring in Sudhaniivadiina 
C and P are consistently spelled with -ii-, because ii is 
frequently spelled au in MSS C and P not only before 

labials (cf. C 126 KBT 25 = P 193 KBT 17 naraume from 
nariim- "to go out" but also e. g. C 123 KBT 25 hinau = 

P 189 KBT 17 binauna from biniina- "musical instrument" 
or C 136 KBT 26 = P 207 KBT 18 sauna from siina
"enemy"). 

Although the Sanskrit compound is not to be found in 
the standard dictionaries, it is a quite plausible equivalent of 
Skt. vi~a-kanyii- or vi~a-kanyakii- that is glossed by 
Monier-Williams as follows: "a girl supposed to cause 
the death of a man who has had intercourse with her" 
(MW 995). Evidence supporting the proposed interpretation 
is provided by the subsequent development of the narration. 
In fact, as the ya4as in the passage we are considering 
anticipate the five hundred ya4as guarding Kinnara-dvipa 
and as the niigas anticipate the encounter with the snake. so 
the poison-women anticipate the encounter with 
the kiimariipin-rii4asi "who through passion entices 
beings, at the last destroys them" (after Bailey 1966, 5 I 2). 
Thus, va~·anaurau ya4au niivau 'jsa are three coordinated 
substantives in the instrumental-ablative plural: "because of 
poison-women, ya4as (and) niigas". 

The second problem is in Sudhaniivadiina C 220-221 
KBT 30 (the passage is not contained in MSS A and P) that 
was read tie hve sa jastii sahyii ai ·~ru sira { da} da.1·1a 
~(auna by Bailey in both editions of KBT. where he 
emended dii~!a to tsii~!a "calm". The emendation. however. 
was abandoned by Bailey I 966a, 53 I, who preferred to 
keep the otherwise unattested dii.~(a that he read in 
the manuscript: "dii~!a honoured (?), the dittography of da 
makes the change to tsiis{a- calm unlikely; it has been taken 
to connect with das- to get in Av. diista-". Accordingly, he 
translated the passage under consideration as "He said to 
her, Queen, may you be able to endure, content. honoured" 
(p. 513). Possibly, Bailey took sahyii as 2 subj. mid .. but 
the verb sahy- is active (see SGS I 32), so that sahva is 
better understood as I ind. act. (with -ii for LKh. -ii (111) etc .. 
see SGS 19 I) coordinated with ai ·~ru. 

He repeats the connection with A vestan da.~ta- in Diet. 
157 s.v. dll~!a- and 426 s.v. sira- where. however, he 
rescues the initially expunged {da} introducing the reading 
"siradll-dii~!a 'rich in contentment' (if correctly interpreted 
supporting the second component diiti-)" (p. 426 ). How
ever, the suffix -tiiti- becomes -diiti- only if the base lexeme 
ends in -da-, -na- or -ysa- (see Degener, Sujjixe 276 ). 

In fact, there is no dittography of dii: the copyist. after 
writing sira, was about to write da but, as soon as he had 
written the consonant sign da without the vowel mark. 
he realised the omission of sa, corrected da to sa and 
went on writing the subsequent a4aras da and sta thus 
obtainig the adjective sadii~!a "content", a variant spelling 
of sa~du~ra-. a well-known loanword ultimately going 
back to Skt. santu~{a- "satisfied, contented", cf. LKh. Rama 
121 KT 3.70 sa~du~{a, JS'5v2 ( 18) sadud~!d, OKh. Z 12.57 
asamdu~td "discontented". The Late Khotanese spelling 
with -a- occurs also in P 2928.37 KT 3.106 sad<i.1·ta ham)'c 
bihi "he became quite content''. Accordingly, ! .. read a;1d 
translate the passage as follows: tie hve sa jw'ta sahya 
ai ·~!ii sira sada~·ra ~{auna 'Thus he said to her: · O Queen. I 
endure (and) persist happy (and) content' ''. 
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